Corona Protocol
In this protocol you will find the measures that must ensure that you can meet safely and reliably at
Om de hoek. It concerns a number of basic matters that we take care of during these difficult times,
such as keeping a sufficient distance between the chairs, good hygiene and a number of other rules
that we agree with one another. You can only meet safely together. We send this protocol in advance
to the person who made the reservation, place it on our website and hang it in the room. We assume
that all guests have read it.
What are we doing












The maximum group size in the Garden Room is 10 people and in the Upper Room is 4 people.
These numbers include trainers, supervisors and guest speakers.
The chairs are 1.5 meters apart from each other.
We have created a walking route in the Garden Room: the stairs at the front for going down, the
stairs at the garden side for going up.
For lunch, guests indicate on a menu what they prefer to eat. We make an individual plate for
each guest that is wrapped hygienically. When preparing and wrapping the food, we adhere to
the hygiene regulations.
Hygienically wrapped lunch plates are placed on a serving table by us in the basement. After
lunch you can leave everything on the table, we will clean up when you are back in the meeting
room.
We use our own crockery and use no disposable items. After each use, we remove coffee cups,
glasses, plates and cutlery and wash them in a professional machine at a high temperature
according to hygiene regulations.
We place disinfectant hand gel in different positions in the room.
We regularly clean tables, door handles, banisters, knobs, etc. with green soap or all-purpose
cleaner.

Wat can you do







Stay at home if you have (mild) cold or flu complaints. We consider this your own responsibility
and do not perform health checks at the door.
Wash or disinfect your hands regularly. Use a new towel with each wash and place it in the
appropriate basket after use.
Keep sufficient distance to each other and avoid traffic jams at the toilet and the coffee machine.
Always sit in the same place and keep your belongings with you as much as possible.
Use a clean cup or glass for each drink and place it in one of the gray containers afterwards. Keep
dirty and clean dishes well apart.
When moving tables or chairs, always keep sufficient distance.

You can only meet safely together

